Journal d’un chat assassin

1. Qui est “l’auteur” de ce livre?

2. Quel est son attitude envers la mort de l’oiseau?
   a. Il est triste
   b. Il trouve que c’est normal et que ce n’est pas sa faute
   c. Il se sent coupable (guilty)
   d. Il a honte (ashamed)
   What evidence from the text supports your conclusion?

3. Qui est “Ellie”?

4. How does Ellie feel about the situation?
   What evidence from the text supports your conclusion?

5. What do Ellie’s parents go get?

6. Where did the “chat assassin” leave the bird?
   What evidence from the text supports your conclusion?

MARDI

7. Before reading, look at the image on the page. What event is occurring?

8. Read the first page. What is the French word for this event?

9. Est-ce que le chat assassin a été invité?
   oui non

10. Why does the chat assassin feel the yard belongs more to him than to the humans?
11. Turn the page and look at the next drawing. Do you think the cat actually shoots flowers?  

   oui       non

12. What word in the text suggests that the word “lobélies” is a kind of flower?

_____________________________________________________________________

13. What word suggests that the chat assassin’s gardening skills are under appreciated?

_____________________________________________________________________

14. En anglais “pleurnicher” veut dire:
   a. to weep
   b. to rain
   c. to laugh
   d. to run away

15. Turn the page and look at the picture, then look at the text on the page. What are the French words to describe where the bird is headed?

_____________________________________________________________________

14. Continue to read. Qui dit «Fiche le camp» au chat assassin?

_____________________________________________________________________

15. En anglais “fiche le camp” veut dire:
   a. go camping
   b. fish and camp
   c. scram, get lost

16. Assister” is a “faux ami” or false friend. In other words it doesn’t mean to assist, but rather:
   a. to attend
   b. to help
   c. to have
   d. to confirm

17. What reason(s) does the chat assassin give for being entitled to be at this event?

_____________________________________________________________________

18. Now read all of “Mardi” again and state at least 5 things you believe to be true:

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________